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1. Introduction

One of the experience learned from the Chernobyl accident was that the spatial distribution of far-field
contamination was strongly non-uniform due to local variations of atmospheric conditions as wind di-
rection, rain etc. Also in case of technologically enhanced environmental contamination "hot-spots"
may occur which result, e.g., from a local sedimentation of radioactive elements. Active device moni-
tors are well suited for early warning of nuclear accident or local measurements of dose-rates but they
require qualified personnel, transport, power supply, etc. which limits the range of their application.
Environmental monitoring with thermoluminescent detectors, TLDs, may perfectly supplement active
monitoring methods. However, the sensitivity of TL detectors typically used in monitoring, such as
Harshaw TLD-100 (LiF:Mg,Ti), CaF2:Dy or CaSO^Dy requires at least 3 months exposure time at en-
vironmental dose-rate levels, which limits the applicability of the system to rather long-term exposures
[1]-

The main goal of this work was to demonstrate the concept and first results of a system for Rapid As-
sessment of Accidental Exposures (RACE) which is based on a new generation of ultra-sensitive
thermoluminescent detectors LiF:Mg, Cu, P (trade name MCP-N). The RACE system is envisaged to
be able to monitor environmental radiation doses at a large number of locations within a few days.
RACE will further be able to work as a standard detector system for routine environmental monitoring,
but the major innovation is its capability of performing rapid, short-term (ca. 24 - 48 hours) in situ dose
assessments in the case of any type of nuclear accidents, radioactive contamination of environment or
decommissioning.

2. Technical specification of the RACE system

The main measurement equipment and standard procedures are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Main elements of the RACE system

Element

TL detectors [2,3,51
TL cards

TL readers

Annealing ovens
Standard software
Extended software [81

Annealing
Distribution
Exposure sites
Readout

Evaluation of results

Description

INSTRUMENTATION

LiF:Mg, Cu, P chips (trade name MCP-N)
Aluminium cards of type KD96 containing three MCP-N detectors wrapped in Teflon
foil
Automatic, microprocessor-controlled ohm-heating readers of type ACARD96 and AC-
ARD97. Both readers are fully compatible.
Microprocessor-controlled ovens of type Carbolite 400 and PTW TLDO
ACARD software for control of reader and simple operations of TL curves and database.
Special software for separation of different TL peaks.

PROCEDURES

Standard: 10 minutes at 240 °C ± 1°C
Rapid deployment using transportation by car, with well-known transit-dose
Meteorological boxes (1 or 2 m above ground)
Linear heating up to 300 °C or three-step plateau heating (3 s at 150 °C, 15 s at 260 °C
and 3 s at 260 °C)
Integration of curves or glow-curve analysis (GCA)
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3. Testing of the system (selected elements)

Linearity of response

The response of MCP-N detectors was investigated over gamma-doses ranging from 0.2 jaGy to
1000 Gy. The linearity of the response of MCP-N detectors for doses in range from 1 juGy to 1 Gy is
better than 2 %. For higher doses the response was found to be sub-linear. The standard deviation of
the measured dose was varied from 15% at 200 nGy to about 1.5% for 100 uX3y.

Estimation of time period between exposure and readout

For standard readout, peak 4 (main dosimetric peak, see fig. 1) is used for dose evaluation and peaks 1,
2, 3 usually disappear in time (through fading) or during post irradiation thermal treatment. In Fig. 1
the change in the structure of the glow-curve of LiF:Mg, Cu, P measured at different time-periods after
irradiation is presented.

Figure 1. Evaluation of the structure of glow-curve of LiF:Mg, Cu, P. Read out at different time after
exposure. (h0.17 corresponds to the prompt curve ca. 10 min after irradiation, other curves read
at 1,5,24,48,72,168,720 and 2160 hours after irradiation
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Figure 2. Relative dependence of ratios of peaks areas: peak2/peak4 and peak 3/peak4 vs. elapsed time
after exposure. The straight lines represent calculated fits
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The behaviour of decreasing of low temperature peaks could be useful for estimating the time elapsed
between exposure and readout. Figure 2 presents the function of ratios of peak 2-to-peak 4 and peak 3-
to-peak 4 vs. elapsed time. Fitted lines (exponential decay) are also shown. It can be clearly seen that
using the ratio of peak 2-to-peak 4 it is possible to estimate the elapsed time up to about 200 hours (ca.
one week). For longer exposures (up to 3 months) the ratio of peaks 3 and 4 is more appropriate.
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Short-term measurements and comparison with active devices

MCP-N detectors were within the European Union Intercomparison of passive and active dosemeters
for environmental applications at Riso National Laboratory in 1994, Denmark [4], In order to measure
the natural radiation (cosmic + terrestrial) all active and passive TL detectors were located far away
from any buildings at the Riso Environmental Station. Detectors were hung 1 m above grass and ex-
posed for 3.5 or 16 hours. The average kerma rate obtained by a Reuter Stokes ionisation chamber
(HPIC) was 68.7 ± 1.4 nGy h'1. Measured kerma rate using MCP-N detectors during 3.5 and 16 h was
68.5 ± 13.8 and 71.1 ± 6.8 nGy h"1 respectively. By measurements of cosmic component only the
agreement between MCP-N and HPIC chamber was within 30 %.

Daily routine dose rate measurements over several moths

The main objective of this work was to test the capability of MCP-N detectors in daily routine meas-
urements of natural dose rate in environment. At the beginning, dosemeters were prepared (about
400 pcs), divided into exposure, calibration and ,,zero-dose" groups and placed in the exposure sites.
Every day, calibration dosemeters were annealed and irradiated to a calibration dose of 0.5 mGy
(Cs-137 photons). Daily dosemeters were then removed from the stations, read and placed immediately
in the exposure sites again. The control sheet was filled in with the required data at the removal of the
dosemeters. Exposure periods for daily measurements ranged from the usual 20 hours to 72 hours after
weekends. In Figure 3 a daily dose rates obtained during a 70-day measurement at the meteorological
station at INP are presented.

The average air kerma rate was 66.8 nGy h"1 (Fig. 3a, solid line). The maximum value was 74.5 and
min 55.1 nGy h"1. The relative mean standard error (of 8 detectors) was 4.6 % with a maximum of 7.3
% and minimum of 1.7 %. Similar measurements of daily doses are presented in figure 3b. Detectors
were prepared, read out and exposed at CIEMAT, Madrid. For comparison to active device an HPIC
Ionization Chamber type Reuter Stokes was used. Results are presented in figure 3b (straight line).

Figure 3ab. Daily kerma rate measured with MCP-N detectors exposed to natural radiation in environ-
ment, (a. measurements performed at INP area, b. results at the area of CIEMAT)
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Long-term measurements

A series of experiments was performed to test the properties of high-sensitive LiF:Mg, Cu, P detectors
under long-term exposure (about 1.5 year). Detectors were exposed at three different sites: a) in an un-
derground cave of the Asse salt-mine (Germany) at the depth of 775 m, where the constant ambient
temperature is 33 °C and relative humidity is below 25%, b) on a plastic waterproof buoy, placed on
the surface of an artificial lake near Karlsruhe, 100 m off-shore, c) inside building. In long-term expo-
sure all investigated detectors have demonstrated good stability. The ,,self-dose" was less then 1 nQy h"
'. In both sites, namely in Asse salt mine and on the lake, fading did not exceed 5% y"1 [6].
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4. Conclusions

The Rapid Assessment of Accidental Exposures (RACE) system has been developed prepared which
enables environmental doses to be measured at a large number of local sites within time periods rang-
ing from a few hours to several weeks. The system is based on ultra-sensitive MCP-N (LiF:Mg, Cu, P)
detectors which have demonstrated properties very well suited for short-term and long-term environ-
mental monitoring. RACE can be used for rapidly gaining information about the spatial distribution of
contamination in the case of nuclear accidents, accidental contamination or decommissioning work.
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